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School Learning Plan

#beexcellent
#alwaystry
#dream.plan.achieve

During the COVID-19 Pandemic Response Planning March 23-June 26, 2020 our theme
was
“IN THIS TOGETHER”
#juniperstrong
Our upcoming theme for 2020-2021 is #BEKIND

PLEASE GO TO THE END OF THE DOCUMENT TO READ OUR UPDATE FOR
THE UNPRECEDENTED 2020 COVID-19 YEAR
FOR 2019-2020 SCHOOL YEAR WE FOCUSED and PRESENTED on MAY 5,
2020 ON THE FOLLOWING GOAL:
We tweaked our second goal for a focus on perserverance with Numeracy tasks.
GOAL: TO DEVELOP PERSEVERANT LEARNERS WHO SHOW A GROWTH MINDSET
WITH NUMERACY TASKS.

We focused on embracing difficult tasks and knowing that getting better at math means training
and perserverance when learning was challenging. Definitely an unprecedented year with our
students not returning after Spring Break and then 178 learners Re-Engaging with us June 1,
2020. Our real work will begin in September 2020 when we need re-engage all stakeholder
groups back to our school and ensure safety and academic achievement are at the forefront.

School Plan Overview
School Vision
Our vision is to encourage each child’s creative and intellectual potential in a positive, social
environment. We are committed to helping students develop the knowledge, skills, and
attitudes necessary for lifelong learning.
Our PBIS Code of Conduct is R.O.A.R.S

R - Respect O - Organized A - Attitude R - Responsible S - Safe

Our Work in Six Words at JRES:

REACH HIGH SERVE WELL LEARN TOGETHER
We strive for collective teacher efficacy and learner agency, we are committed
global citizens who take action to build community
and we use the Spiral of Inquiry to build learner agency.

Our goal is Learner- Centred Education as described in the graphic above. One way of thinking
of learner agency is when learners have “the power to act”. Agency is when learning involves
the activity and the initiative of the learner, more than the inputs that are transmitted to the
learner from the teacher, from the curriculum, the resources and so forth.

School Context
Juniper Ridge Elementary School continues to offer a strong academic program delivered by a
very experienced, dynamic, and dedicated staff. We consider ourselves leaders and learners in
innovative practice. A strong, active, and involved parent support group (PAC) creates and
supports student opportunities and a strong sense of community. Finally, we offer a
well-balanced, equitable and inclusive space for all students to grow and excel academically
and socially. Due to construction in Juniper West and the Benchlands, our school community is
stable. We will grow to 21 divisions, with the possibility of 22 divisions for the 2020-2021 school
year.

School Goals
1. To develop critical and creative thinkers who can communicate in different
ways
2. To develop perseverant learners who can collaborate with everyone

Learning Partner Engagement Process
In 2016/2017, the Strategic Areas a
 nd our Goals w
 ere developed by reviewing the Seven
Principles of Learning from research conducted by the OECD. The staff also looked at building
coherence with stakeholders and connected the key learning outcomes and objectives with the
core competencies from the BC curriculum.

Using a Coherence model, in the fall of 2016 the staff spent time reviewing the OECD Seven
Principles of Learning and worked to focus key areas of the principles into the two identified
focus strategies developed in that calendar year. These two focus strategies were:
Inquiry/Project Based Learning (PBL) and Making Learning Visible/Presentations of Learning.
These were shared with the PAC as well as the direction of the new BC Education Plan.
Parents were given the opportunity to provide feedback.
In the winter semester, the staff took this information to begin developing a vision for our School
Learning Plan in order to guide us moving forward in the next five years. Using feedback from
our stakeholders through the Thought Exchange process and surveys as well as sharing and
reviewing the new District Strategic Plan and Aboriginal Enhancement Agreement at PAC and
staff meetings, we started developing our goal focus.

Through discussion and feedback, we identified three themes that consistently came up around
critical and creative thinking, resilience, and personal and social skills. There were two more
topics that also surfaced and are worth specific mention in our School Learning Plan. Although
they are not specifically identified as goals, it was understood that these two areas were
important as ongoing focus areas for our school. They are the following:

Foundation Skills
The following goals in Juniper Ridge Elementary School’s Learning Plan will continue to build a
strong foundation. Although the foundation skills may not be specifically referred to under the
School Learning Plan goals, we will continue to maintain a strong focus on the basics: reading,
writing, and math. Our students traditionally perform well in reading and writing, but we have
identified math as a growth area to concentrate on in the future.
At the Board of Education presentation on May 6, 2019, our staff is committed to looking at
Numeracy under the umbrella of our two goals. Using proven resources by Thomas Carpenter
and Marian Small, we hope to see our FSA’s improve to have Meeting and Extending scores in
the 90’s.

Health and Activity
The importance of promoting and practising healthy choices, including physical outdoor
activities, will continue to be part of our regular routine for students. This includes educating our
school community around healthy choices as a life skill and a learning skill. In 2017-2018, lunch
time intramurals and yoga time were introduced. Physical Literacy was also targeted for our Gr.
4 cohort, and Mindfulness was implemented school-wide. This year we successfully
implemented the Reebox Box for our intermediate students and expanded Physical Literacy
program to a morning 8-8:30 session for our Grade 2’s.
In the fall of 2017, there was discussion among the administration team, teachers, district
coordinators, PAC and the Assistant Superintendent, Rob Schoen, on the possibility of
streamlining the goals from three to two. As a result, we made the decision to focus on creative
and critical thinking, making learning visible by targeting multiple methods of communication
with our students, and building our students’ capacity for resiliency and collaboration. The
School Learning Plan is a document that we talk about monthly with our staff and PAC. In the
2018-2019 school year, we spent time diving into whether or not staff and PAC actually knew
what the goals were. In November 2018 only 77% of our staff could reference words associated
with the goals and 38% of PAC. By March 2019 100% of both groups were able to reference the
goals and key words of our learning.

The input from these stakeholders truly showed their investment. The two goals are as follows:

Goal One:
To develop critical and creative thinkers who can communicate in different ways
Related District Strategic Plan Goal
PRIORITY 1: Ensure each student acquires strong foundation skills and core competencies
●
●

Students will demonstrate growth in the thinking, communication, and personal/social core
competencies
Students will demonstrate proficiency in education, career, and life-planning

Goal Rationale
In 2016-2017, the school was focused on building a cohesive learning plan moving forward. In order to
do so, we looked at British Columbia’s redesigned curriculum to build a framework for our goals. Our
first goal came from the core competencies, particularly thinking and communicating as aligned with
stakeholder feedback, district strategic plans, best practices as outlined in the OECD Seven Principles of
Learning, First Peoples Principles of Learning, and the Juniper Ridge Elementary School 2016 School
Learning Plan. Specifically, this goal is inclusive and honours the work in the 2016 School Learning Plan
around presentations of learning and inquiry models of communicating and learning.

Data Related to Goal/Evidence
●
●
●
●
●
●

Provincial Assessment (Foundation Skills Assessment)
Student Learning Survey Gr. 4 and 7
SD73 Employee Engagement Survey (data to come to schools in June)
Staff and Parent feedback from Student Learning Survey
Student self-assessments (June 2018 Term III report cards/Core Competencies)
Report cards - Term II Letter Grades

2017-2018 Data Collection/Evidence
FOUNDATION SKILLS ASSESSMENT DATA (FALL 2017) - Issued December 5, 2018
Grade 4

Based Upon Estimated Cutscores
Reading

Result
School Count
School Percent
District Percent
Province Percent

PLU

EM

2
4%
6%
25%

OT

6
13%
23%
18%

Writing
EX

PLU

31 7
68% 15%
60% 11%
47% 10%

Grade 4

NY

2
4%
9%
29%

1
2%
11%
16%

MT
43
94%
80%
53%

EX
0
0%
0%
2%

Based Upon Estimated Cutscores
Numeracy
PLU

Result
School Count
School Percent
District Percent
Province Percent

EM

2
4%
6%
25%

Grade 7

4
9%
34%
26%

OT

EX

35
5
76% 11%
55% 5%
44% 5%

Based Upon Estimated Cutscores
Reading

Result

PLU

School Count
School Percent
District Percent
Province Percent

0
0%
6%
26%

EM

OT

Writing
EX

6
44
11% 82%
16% 75%
16% 54%

PLU
0
0%
9%
30%

4
7%
3%
4%

Grade 7

NY
4
7%
5%
6%

EX

49
91%
85%
61%

1
2%
1%
3%

Based Upon Estimated Cutscores
Numeracy

Result
School Count
School Percent
District Percent

MT

PLU
1
2%

EM
16
30%

OT

EX

31
6
57% 11%

Province Percent

7%
26%

35%
26%

52%
40%

6%
8%

The data show us that while our students continue to perform well in reading and writing, there
is room for improvement in our students’ math scores.
2018-2019 Data Collection/Evidence
FOUNDATION SKILLS ASSESSMENT DATA (FALL 2018) - Issued April 2019
Grade 4

Based Upon Estimated Cutscores
Reading

Result
School Count
School Percent
District Percent
Province Percent

PLU

EM

3
5%
4%
27%

OT

8
13%
21%
18%

Writing
EX

PLU

38
13
61% 21%
64% 11%
46% 9%

Grade 4

NY

MT

EX

1
2%
5%
7%

58
93%
89%
61%

0
0%
0%
2%

3
5%
6%
30%

Based Upon Estimated Cutscores
Numeracy
PLU

Result

EM

3
5%
4%
27%

School Count
School Percent
District Percent
Province Percent

Grade 7

8
13%
31%
24%

OT
45
72%
60%
45%

School Count
School Percent
District Percent
Province Percent

Grade 7

6
10%
5%
4%

Based Upon Estimated Cutscores
Reading

Result

EX

PLU
0
0%
6%
28%

Writing

EM

OT

EX

12
21%
20%
17%

42
74%
70%
51%

3
5%
4%
4%

PLU
0
0%
8%
33%

NY

MT

EX

0
0%
8%
7%

53
93%
81%
56%

4
7%
3%
4%

Based Upon Estimated Cutscores
Numeracy

Result

PLU
0
0%
6%
29%

School Count
School Percent
District Percent
Province Percent

EM

OT

EX

15
26%
31%
24%

34
60%
55%
39%

8
14%
8%
8%

NUMERACY FSA RESULTS JUNIPER RIDGE COMPARISON from 2018 to 2019

GRADE 4’s
PLU

Emerging

On
Track

Extending

OT &
EX

2017-2018

4%

9%

76%

11%

87%

2018-2019

5%

13%

72%

10%

82%

*5% decrease in Gr. 4

GRADE 7’s
PLU

Emerging

On
Track

Extending

OT &
EX

2017-2018

2%

30%

57%

11%

68%

2018-2019

0%

26%

60%

14%

74%

*6% increase in Gr. 7

In looking at our FSA comparison data and the percentage of those ON TRACK or EXTENDING
from 2018 to 2019:
You can see our Gr. 4’s declined by 5%
Gr. 7’s had a 6% increase.
A goal would be to see percentages in the 90%’s.
Our Theory of Action Statement is
IF we teach our staff to use explicit strategies by providing a learning framework

THEN we will see students learn by doing
SO that our learners have meaningful tasks that will predict performance and increase
perserverance in numeracy.

2017-2018 MINISTRY STUDENT LEARNING SURVEY
Grade 4 Survey
Do you have chances to show your learning in different ways? (pictures, models, writing?)
At No Time
0%
Few Times
13%
Sometimes
32%
Most of the Time
32%
All of the Time
13%
Don’t Know
4%
No Answer
2%
Are you learning ways to think and explore new ideas?
At No Time
0%
Few Times
9%
Sometimes
32%
Most of the Time
25%
All of the Time
20%
Don’t Know
6%
No Answer
4%
Do you get to work together on projects with your classmates?
At No Time
6%
Few Times
2%
Sometimes
27%
Most of the Time
37%
All of the Time
20%
Don’t Know
0%
No Answer
4%

Grade 7 Survey
Are you taught to show your learning in different ways? (for example pictures, models, written
work)
At No Time
0%

Few Times
Sometimes
Many Times
All of the Time
Don’t Know
No Answer

3%
24%
48%
18%
3%
1%

At school, are you learning to be a critical thinker? (for example, analyzing, making connections,
asking questions, challenging assumptions).
Strongly Disagree
1%
Disagree
9%
Neither agree or disagree
14%
Agree
48%
Strongly Agree
24%
Don’t Know
1%
No Answer
0%

At school, do you get to work together on projects with your classmates?
At No Time
1%
Few Times
14%
Sometimes
27%
Many Times
46%
All of the Time
9%
Don’t Know
0%
No Answer
0%

We can tell from this survey that our first goal which targets creative thinking, critical thinking,
and communication hits the mark.

2018-2019 MINISTRY STUDENT LEARNING SURVEY
Grade 4 Survey
Do you have chances to show your learning in different ways? (pictures, models, writing?)
At No Time
3%
Few Times
6%
Sometimes
35%
Most of the Time
30%

All of the Time
Don’t Know
No Answer

18%
5%
0%

Are you learning ways to think and explore new ideas?
At No Time
3%
Few Times
8%
Sometimes
38%
Most of the Time
30%
All of the Time
13%
Don’t Know
6%
No Answer
0%
Do you get to work together on projects with your classmates?
At No Time
1%
Few Times
6%
Sometimes
40%
Most of the Time
35%
All of the Time
15%
Don’t Know
0%
No Answer
0%
Grade 7 Survey
Are you taught to show your learning in different ways? (for example pictures, models, written
work)
At No Time
1%
Few Times
3%
Sometimes
26%
Many Times
42%
All of the Time
21%
Don’t Know
3%
No Answer
0%
At school, are you learning to be a critical thinker? (for example, analyzing, making connections,
asking questions, challenging assumptions).
Strongly Disagree
0%
Disagree
0%

Neither agree or disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree
Don’t Know
No Answer

23%
44%
19%
12%
0%

At school, do you get to work together on projects with your classmates?
At No Time
1%
Few Times
0%
Sometimes
28%
Many Times
57%
All of the Time
12%
Don’t Know
0%
No Answer
0%
We can tell from this survey that our first goal which targets creative thinking, critical thinking,
and communication is continually starting to have impact. Percentages are showing that
students are getting opportunities to work together and think critically.
TERM I REPORT CARD DATA 2018-2019
Math - Intermediate (out of 219 intermediate students, 102 girls and 117 boys)
A

B

C+

C

C-

F

IEP

GIRLS

45

30

16

7

3

1

BOYS

35

37

32

3

6

4

Language Arts - Intermediate (out of 219 intermediate students, 102 girls and 117 boys)
A

B

C+

C

C-

F

IEP

GIRLS

23

44

27

5

1

2

BOYS

8

29

40

27

10

3

Math - Primary (out of 150 Gr. 1-3 students, 83 girls and 67 boys)
E

M

A

NYM

GIRLS

8

63

12

0

BOYS

9

47

9

2

Language Arts - Primary (out of 150 Gr. 1-3 students, 83 girls and 67 boys)

E

M

A

NYM

GIRLS

11.

59

8

4

BOYS

4

42

14

8

Math - Kindergarten (out of 56, 29 girls and 27 boys)
E

M

A

GIRLS

0

30

7

BOYS

3

27

9

E

M

A

GIRLS

4

25

9

BOYS

2

17

14

Language Arts - Kindergarten (out of 56, 29 girls and 27 boys)

The data show us that our students are capable across both language arts and math. However,
based on our FSA results, we will continue to pursue numeracy support for our students.

TERM II REPORT CARD DATA 2018-2019
Math - Intermediate (out of 224 intermediate students, 109 girls and 115 boys)
A

B

C+

C

C-

F

IEP

GIRLS

51

34

14

6

3

1

BOYS

38

29

25

9

7

7

Language Arts - Intermediate (out of 224 intermediate students, 109 girls and 115 boys)
A

B

C+

C

C-

F

IEP

GIRLS

30

46

20

8

0

1

BOYS

12

31

37

23

8

8

Math - Primary (out of 150 Gr. 1-3 students, 83 girls and 67 boys)

GIRLS

E

M

A

NYM

14

59

10

0

BOYS

9

49

8

1

Language Arts - Primary (out of 150 Gr. 1-3 students, 83 girls and 67 boys)
E

M

A

NYM

GIRLS

15

55

8

3

BOYS

6

42

17

4

Math - Kindergarten (out of 73, 39 girls and 34 boys)
E

M

A

GIRLS

2

33

4

BOYS

4

22

8

E

M

A

GIRLS

9

28

2

BOYS

6

20

8

Language Arts - Kindergarten (out of 73, 39 girls and 34 boys)

SEMESTER 1 REPORT CARD DATA 2019-2020
Math - Intermediate (out of 204 intermediate students, 110 girls and 94 boys)
Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Extending

IEP

GIRLS

4

27

73

9

1

BOYS

8

29

60

4

14

ABORIGINAL

2

9

13

1

2

Proficient

Extending

IEP

Math - Primary (out of 179 Gr. 1-3 students, 90 girls and 89 boys)
Emerging

Developing

GIRLS

0

17

63

10

1

BOYS

1

12

57

19

3

ABORIGINAL

0

6

7

2

0

Math - Kindergarten (out of 46 Kindergarten students, 23 girls and 23 boys)
Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Extending

IEP

GIRLS

1

6

16

0

1

BOYS

0

5

18

0

0

ABORIGINAL

0

1

0

0

0

The data shows us that our students are capable across both language arts and math. From
Term I to Term II, more boys and girls were getting A’s and B’s in intermediate. However, based
on our FSA results, we will continue to pursue numeracy support for our students.

Data Collection for PBIS and SLP - Positive Office Referrals for 2018-2019
Green Principal Pass

Pink Learning Alert

125

31

It is wonderful to see so many children coming to the office for POSITIVE OFFICE VISITS! In
TERM III we did a PBIS ROARS Ambassador campaign. 163/435 (37%) of our students had
applied by May 27th, 2019.

Progress on Goal and Summary Comments
2017-2018
Goal #1: T
 o develop critical and creative thinkers who can communicate in
different ways
Action Plans (Strategies)

Summary

Project-based Learning

Most Magnificent Thing (school-wide), Science
Fair (two classes), Young Entrepreneurs (three
classes), Diversity Lives Here project with Sherri
Stade (three classes) Circle of Courage PBL units

Coding

Classes worked with LART Sherri Hoffer and TL
Nicole Gorman on coding activities such as Swift
Playground, Spheros, Osmos, Makey Makey, and
Edison Robots. The projects used with the Green
Screen targeted several divisions.

Actua Computer Science Workshops

5 classes participated

Tech Mentorship

Elizabeth DeVries and 2 other tech mentors spent
multiple days supporting classroom teachers
(PAC paid for this)

ADST

Dinosaur Challenge (upper intermediate classes),
Choice Day Clubs January to March

SET BC Pilot Classrooms

Juniper now has 3 classrooms that have been set
up with the SETBC ipads and support to ensure
learning is rich and meaningful

Core Competencies with an Aboriginal Lens

Primary classes worked with Marianne Vande Pol

Core Competencies

Posters purchased for every classroom, Dinosaur
Challenge (upper intermediate classes)

PBIS

School-wide buddy activity to communicate what
we love about our school

Presentations of Learning

Young Entrepreneurs, Science Fair, Arts
Education performances (four this year), Green
Screen presentations (4 classes), digital portfolios
via MyEd BC(4 classes) and Freshgrade (10
classes) Flipgrid (2 classes)

In 2018-2019, one of our challenges was to create a tool that we could start to
collect data specific to our goals. While staff feel it is still challenging to assess
creative and critical thinking, it is valuable to work through this process as a team
and begin to see how many of our students are making gains.
Creative Thinking - Number of Kindergarten and Grade One students who show
evidence of creative thinking
January 31, 2019

115

June 28, 2019

122

Critical Thinking - Number of Kindergarten and Grade One students who show
evidence of critical thinking
January 31, 2019

102

June 28, 2019

122

Creative Thinking - Number of times students demonstrated creative thinking (315
Grade 2 to 7 students)
January 31, 2019

June 28, 2019

1, 103

1081

Critical Thinking - Grade 2 to 7 students
Analyze and Critique
Sometimes

Usually

Always

January 31, 2019

84

172

58

June 28, 2019

57

170

87

Question and Investigate
Sometimes

Usually

Always

January 31, 2019

101

148

66

June 28, 2019

153

158

85

Develop and Design
Sometimes

Usually

Always

January 31, 2019

55

198

60

June 28, 2019

26

182

106

An obvious goal from this data would be see numbers move to the right hand side
with less children in the ‘sometimes’ category and more in the ‘always’ section. A
goal for 2019-2020 would be to see a shift from the sometimes and usually to the
always frame of data. Again, seeing a number in the 90’s would be a target.

SUCCESS
Juniper Ridge Elementary school has fully embraced the ReDesigned curriculum in B.C. While
there are many new aspects of this curriculum, our school ‘started small’ and focused on one or
two areas. Here at Juniper Ridge, our focus as part of our School Learning Plan has be on
Critical Thinking, one of the core competencies of the new curriculum. Critical thinking, or the
need to think deeper and differently about a subject, is an important quality to instill in children to
help them navigate through their learning and their lives. Critical thinking skills will help students
learn to interpret and understand information, rather than simply memorizing it.
The three phases of critical thinking are:
·
Analyze – reflect on and evaluate thinking, products and actions
·
Question – explore materials and actions
·
Develop – design and experiment with different ways of doing things
Our success in 2017-2018 was our Critical Thinking focus on a school project called JUNIPER

RIDGE’s Most Magnificent Thing.
Students designed ‘magnificent things’
out of empty boxes, practicing the stages of critical thinking along the way. We had an Open
House on Fri. April 20, 2018 and it was attended by parents, grandparents and members of the
community. It was as busy as our Christmas Concert!

CHALLENGE
The challenge with any new project is timelines, resources and in this case, not knowing what to
expect. Probably the most difficult part of this project was the assessment of the task. How do
you give a grade to someone’s creativity? How do you provide evidence to parents and students
that says that they were or were not critical thinkers? Developing Rubrics and Self Assessments
or allowing children to talk (video using Flipgrid) to talk about the process moving forward is
necessary.
NEXT STEPS
● Use the definitions we created this year to develop tools to measure communication,
critical and creative thinking core competencies as well as a self-assessment
● Encourage more use of our Maker Kit
● Use Teaching Creative Thinking by Bill Lucas and Ellen Spencer to help guide our
practice in developing assessment tools
● Define what “evidence” is as it pertains to this school growth plan goal
● Offer more PBL opportunities by expanding the scope of our Science Fair involvement
and by re-introducing Heritage Fair as another excellent vehicle for PBL
● Continue to use district coordinators as support for PBL and inquiry so that it remains a
focus and maintains our momentum
● The school is actively embracing innovative models that support foundation skills (Daily 5
Cafe for Literacy, Introducing Math Daily 3, Platooning for Math in Intermediate, Team
Teaching support with LART/TL)
● Look at the Spirals of Inquiry Framework (Kaser and Halbert) to enhance teaching and
learning

●

Use the Critical Thinking Companion Resource in Intermediate
Classes

SUCCESSES 2018-2019

● We created tools to measure communication, critical and creative thinking core
competencies as well as a self-assessment
● The Maker Kit was moved from the storage bin to the Vice Principal office where it was
used in Term II more than it ever had been.
● District coordinators and Tech Mentors supported Juniper this year. Katie McCormack,
District Literacy Team and Tech Mentors were always at Juniper. Brad and Siobhan also
supported many teachers with digital portfolios.
● The school is actively embracing innovative models that support foundation skills (Daily 5
Cafe for Literacy, Introducing Math Daily 3, Team Teaching support with LART/TL)
● The Spirals of Inquiry Framework (Kaser and Halbert) was used to enhance teaching
and learning. Specifically, a Spiral of Inquiry on our PRIMARY READING
INTERVENTION (as presented in February) as well as a Spiral on INCLUSION began.
● We also review the OECD 7 Principles to ensure our learning environment is considering
what makes Juniper Ridge a high performing system.

CHALLENGES 2018-2019
● We continue to discuss “evidence” is as it pertains to this school growth plan goal
● PBL opportunities like Science Fair involvement and Heritage Fair continue to be
challenging to get throughout intermediate classes. Some teachers love Science Fair and
others need more professional learning to be successful.

● We could not get Andrea Dwyer or Cath Gorman into the school to do Heritage Fair
support. Dates never seemed to align.
● The Spring District Numeracy Assessment was completed in April. Not all teachers
participated in Gr. 4 (see below that 28 students did not write so our data is inaccurate).
When looking at our Gr. 7 results it is apparent that many of our students are emerging or
developing still in their math skills.

NEXT STEPS 2018-2019
Our next steps will be to include more student voice in the data and also do a task analysis to
see which projects students are more willing to perservere with and which they give up on more
easily.

Our next steps include a specific focus on NUMERACY under both our school learning plan
goals for next year. Our Professional Learning Committee has met three times already to plan
for how we can integrate numeracy as one of our measures of our goals.
We are discussing how we can use numeracy to help develop critical and creative thinkers and
also how perserverant learners who work collaboratively are developing as students who are
exhibiting stronger numeracy skills.
Our hope is to use new resources like these two books by Thomas Carpenter to guide us. We
also plan as a Spirals of Inquiry Committee to use numeracy as the springboard to change
practice- we will scan, focus, develop a hunch, learn, take action and check if the work we are
doing is making meaningful impact.We are hoping to pilot the MATH UP CURRICULUM we
learned about at the NOIIE CONFERENCE.

https://sites.google.com/view/bc-numeracy-network
This outstanding website explains what a balanced numeracy approach should look like. It was
created by several of the best math leaders in our province and contains pedagogy,
approaches, and resources. Staff at Juniper Ridge have been provided this numeracy network
resource. The balanced numeracy resource has been designed and developed by the BC
Numeracy Network. K-12 educators came together with a shared passion and conviction for the
dynamic teaching and learning of mathematics. Through exploration and conversations about
promising practices in learning mathematics the network has identified six components to
balanced numeracy: Foundations, Assessment, Instructional Practices, Engagement,
Connections, and Environment. Our goal at Juniper is to ensure we have this balanced
numeracy approach.

IF we teach our staff to use explicit strategies by providing a
learning framework ….…...THEN we will see students learn by
doing SO that our learners have meaningful tasks that will
predict performance and increase perserverance in numeracy.

Our IF THEN SO statement is directly correlated to the use of this Math Lesson Template
designed by Katie McCormack. Our Professional Learning Committee at Juniper Ridge wants to
be focused on explicit strategies under Number Sense, Problem Solving, Teaching and
Differentiated Instruction. This was introduced to the staff on May 23, 2019 and we are already
making plans for how next year’s staff meeting professional learning segments, Inquiry Network
Collaboration time, in school professional development days, and our Spiral of Inquiry will all
hinge around this IF THEN statement.

SOME OTHER IDEAS WE HAVE AS A STAFF for NUMERACY

NUMERACY IDEAS 2019-2020
School Learning Plan at JUNIPER RIDGE
THEORY OF ACTION
IF WE……..THEN……
STRATEGIES
School Learning
Plan-classroom level: each
teacher at the start of the year
describes their math strategies
and assessment practices

Math Remediation: this year
LART time set aside to support
learners that struggle in math.
All students can learn math

TIMELINES
On going

throughout the year. Will be
completed each school year for
the grade taught.

On going throughout the
year. New at risk learners for
each term identified

RESPONSIBILITY
Classroom Teachers

Classroom Teachers
L.A.R.T’s

*Intermediate focus
Math Support blocks/ Work
Completion: CEA’s assigned for
support during Math

On going
Classroom Teachers
C.E.A’s
L.A.R.T’s

Math Technology Support:
using IXL, MATHLETICS,
Prodigy, Evan Moore, Khan
Academy, IPAD APPS for
Education, Starfall,
Smartboards, Weebly Links

On going

Family Math Nights

January

Numeracy Open House for
community

Classroom Teachers
C.E.A’s
L.A.R.T’s

April

Parental Involvement: Basic
Facts books, life math skills
(cooking, counting, time), at
home support, math game
bags, Monthly math games sent
home,
Summer Learning Pack
provided

On going

Common Math
Language/Literature: Word
walls, posters in classes with
common terms/math vocabulary,
use math literature for
lessons

On going

Work Collaboratively to
examine the curriculum BIG
IDEAS/ LEARNING
STANDARDS for Numeracy
(K-7) Determine priorities of
content at each grade level

On going

Vice Principal/District Math
Coordinator
Classroom teachers

Classroom teachers
Parents

Classroom teachers
CEA’s
L.A.R.T.’s

Classroom Teachers

Consider assessment targets
Participate in the District
Numeracy Assessment (DNA)

On going

Classroom Teachers
Principal

Math BUDDY ACTIVITIES
during Inquiry Collaboration time
could be a focus

Various times in the year

Teach and implement age
appropriate computation skills to
enable students to identify and
improve computation and
problem solving skills

On going

Classroom teachers with
buddy class pairings

Classroom Teachers

Use the CHILDREN’S
MATHEMATICS: Cognitively
Guided Instruction Book by
Thomas Carpenter

On going

Classroom Teachers

Use books by Dr. Mirian Small
and Susan O’ Connell to guide
instruction and practice

On going

Classroom Teachers/LART

Focus on the book Mathematical
Mindsets by Jo Boaler and the
website youcubed.com
To improve practice

On going

Classroom Teachers

Utilize District Math
Coordinators
Amanda Russett
Katie McCormack

On going

Classroom Teachers

On going

Classroom Teachers
LART
Parents
CEA’s

Use work from Jennifer Barker
from Surrey School District

Future Spirals of Inquiry for
NUMERACY with model that
mirrors the RISE format of at
promise mathematicians

Inquiry Network Collaboration
time for teachers with
Numeracy focus commitment (if
their passion and interest)

On going

Classroom Teachers

Professional Development focus
for teachers and parents at the
school and district level

On going

District
School Pro D Committee

Math Daily 3 Model with entry
points for all learners and guided
teacher practice with groupsbuild in math games/ shut the
box/ crib/4 way countdown etc
at appropriate grade level

On going

Classroom Teachers

Pilot MATHUP curriculum by Dr
Mirian Small
Pilot project emailed to Alison
Sidow May 11 and 18, 2019
Email with Lisa Carson May 24,
2019

On going

Classroom Teachers

Teachers to look at a Balanced
Numeracy approach by looking
at the work of the BC
NUMERACY Network

Ongoing

Classroom Teachers

Goal Two:
To develop perseverant learners who can collaborate with everyone
Related District Strategic Plan Goal
PRIORITY 2: Connect each student to their interests and passions
●
●

Students will be able to reflect on their learning and set goals for improvement
Students will apply their learning to address problems relevant to their lives and communities

Goal Rationale
Our second goal developed through discussion around the OECD 7 principles. The
research-based project by the Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development
(OECD) looked at the nature of learning and the impact on learning environments in a number
of countries. The research was synthesized to create seven “principles’ to guide the
development of learning environments for the 21st century. Juniper Ridge Elementary explored
these principles and decided to focus specifically on two of them that address the second goal in
the school learning plan. The third principle “Emotions are Integral to Learning” deals with the
learning environment and how motivation and engagement are key to achievement. The fifth
principle “Stretching all Students” deals with how the learning environment devises programs
that demand hard work and challenge from all but without excessive overload. Additionally,
feedback from staff, students and parents highlighted the “Social Nature of Learning” and how
21st century successful learning environments are founded on the social nature of learning and
actively encourages well-organized cooperative learning. This includes an environment that
understands and respects diversity.

Data Related to Goal/Evidence
● MyEd BC Conduct Report
● Student Learning Survey
● Student Self Assessments

● DEWRS Survey
2017-2018 Data Collection/Evidence
MYED BC CONDUCT REPORT

It is apparent from the data above that some of our students struggle with positive peer
interaction. We will continue to teach students to solve problems in peaceful ways, to use words
and WITS to solve conflicts.

2018-2019 Data Collection/Evidence
MYED BC CONDUCT REPORT

This year with our data collection we chose to include both Major Office Conduct Referrals and
all ACTION PLANS. Our data looks worse than last year but this is because the PBIS
Committee and our Coach made the decision to start to track both levels of data.
2017-2018 MINISTRY STUDENT LEARNING SURVEY
Grade 4 Survey
Do you get to work together on projects with your classmates? (This was the goal in 1)
Never
6%
Few times
2%
Sometimes
27%
Many times
37%

All of the time
20%
Don’t know
0%
No answer
4%
Are you helped to understand how you can improve your learning?
Never
2%
Few times
2%
Sometimes
25%
Many times
34%
All of the time
16%
Don’t know
9%
No answer
9%
Are you learning how to solve problems in peaceful ways?
Never
2%
Few times
2%
Sometimes
11%
Many times
27%
All of the time
44%
Don’t know
9%
No answer
2%
Grade 7 Survey
At school, do you get to work together on projects with your classmates?
At no time
1%
Few times
14%
Sometimes
27%
Many times
46%
All of the time
9%
Don’t know
0%
No answer
0%
At school, do you get to discuss the quality of your work or other students’ work?
At no time
7%
Few times
25%
Sometimes
24%
Many times
22%
All of the time
5%
Don’t know
12%
No answer
1%

At school, I am learning how to solve problems in peaceful ways.
Strongly disagree
3%
Disagree
3%
Neither agree nor disagree
20%
Agree
50%
Strongly agree
14%
Don’t know
7%
No answer
0%
At school, do you respect people who are different from you? (for example, think, act, or look
different)
At no time
0%
Few times
0%
Sometimes
3%
Many times
24%
All of the time
70%
Don’t know
1%
No answer
0%
The data above show us that there is work to be done in helping students to build perseverance
and collaboration skills by having opportunities to critique their own work, working collaboratively
with other students, solving disputes peacefully, and accepting diversity.

2018-2019 MINISTRY STUDENT LEARNING SURVEY
Grade 4 Survey
Do you get to work together on projects with your classmates?
Never
1%
Few times
6%
Sometimes
40%
Many times
35%
All of the time
15%
Don’t know
0%
No answer
0%
Are you helped to understand how you can improve your learning?
Never
1%
Few times
8%
Sometimes
16%

Many times
All of the time
Don’t know
No answer

47%
22%
3%
0%

Are you learning how to solve problems in peaceful ways?
Never
6%
Few times
13%
Sometimes
13%
Many times
36%
All of the time
27%
Don’t know
3%
No answer
0%
Grade 7 Survey
At school, do you get to work together on projects with your classmates?
At no time
1%
Few times
0%
Sometimes
28%
Many times
57%
All of the time
12%
Don’t know
0%
No answer
0%
At school, do you get to discuss the quality of your work or other students’ work?
At no time
5%
Few times
12%
Sometimes
50%
Many times
15%
All of the time
5%
Don’t know
10%
No answer
0%

At school, I am learning how to solve problems in peaceful ways.
Strongly disagree
3%
Disagree
0%
Neither agree nor disagree
10%
Agree
57%
Strongly agree
22%
Don’t know
5%

No answer

0%

At school, do you respect people who are different from you? (for example, think, act, or look
different)
At no time
1%
Few times
0%
Sometimes
10%
Many times
17%
All of the time
68%
Don’t know
1%
No answer
0%
The data above shows that students are more able to solve their problems peacefully. Our data
also indicates that teachers are building in more collaboration time whereby students are
working together on projects.

Progress on Goal and Summary Comments
2017-2018
Goal #2: To develop perseverant learners who can collaborate with everyone
Action Plans (Strategies)

Summary

Growth Mindset

Introduced school-wide at first assembly of the
year; language used school-wide

Virtues Project

Discussed school-wide on a daily basis to
encourage virtues related to determination and
perseverance/on announcements

Zones of Regulation

Used in classrooms to promote student
self-awareness and to give students strategies to
manage emotions in challenging situations

Play is the Way

Pro D in September

People in Motion

To promote Diversity and Inclusion- People in
Motion were booked for our school for 5 days of

presentations. Leadership students then followed
up with a Charity Campaign as a result.
Big Buddies

Classes were given pre determined big buddies/ a
variety of activities are completed monthly
between the Littles and the Bigs

Rainbow Day- Diversity and Inclusion

Staff worked with Carly Herman to create a
#acceptanceforall theme day with lessons utilizing
literature

Mindfulness

Introduced to staff at August Professional
Development Day by SFC Tyler van Beers and
used in classrooms to help students develop a
sense of awareness and focus

Sensory Kits

Available to classroom teachers for students to
use when there is a need for a sensory break

PBIS

PBIS committee organized a school-wide
collaboration activity for buddy classes to work on
communicating the strengths of our school culture
(“430 Minion Reasons to Love Our School”) Safe
Play Playground Expectation KeyRings
Action Plans and Teaching Expected Behaviours.
Problem solving with dignity

Dinosaur Challenge

Upper intermediate classes participated in this
collaborative PBL challenge

Diversity Lives Here

4 classes participated in this collaborative PBL
project led by Health Promoting Schools
Coordinator Sherri Stade

SUCCESS 2017-2018
Students are more likely to show perseverance when they are able to engage in project-based
learning while exploring their interests and passions. In addition to Young Entrepreneur’s, we
had two classes participate in Science Fair. We introduced Growth MindSet at the very first
assembly of the year and continue to use the language school-wide to support students in using
resilience and perseverance to overcome challenges. Additionally, teachers have used green
and yellow “Principal Alert” cards to notify administrators when powerful learning has occurred in
classrooms so that the principal and/or vice principal can share in the celebration of those
accomplishments. We receive an average of about two of those notifications each week.
CHALLENGE 2017-2018
We continue to explore ways to foster perserverance in students who find creative and critical
thinking tasks difficult and continue to teach students’ ways to improve their capacity to work
collaboratively. A further challenge is how to measure our students’ perseverance and their
capacity to work collaboratively.

NEXT STEPS 2017-2018
● Encourage more involvement in Science Fair, to revisit Heritage Fair, and to use district
coordinators as resources for further PBL and inquiry.
● Focus on the language of “expected/unexpected” from Michelle Garcia Winner to target
collaborative behaviour and use the PBIS model to teach our students what it means to
collaborate productively in a group
● Continue to focus on Growth Mindset for adults and students using The Growth Mindset
Coach by Annie Brock. The Professional Development Committee is spearheading the
use of the book after introduced by principal at a staff meeting.
● Create assessment tools to help us measure our students’ growth for perseverance and
collaboration skills.
● Continue to embrace Professional Learning Cycles by devoting time at every staff
meeting to address learning related to our goals (Improvement Sprints, OECD 7
Principles, Inquiry Network Collaboration blocks, Book Club collaboration with VSS),
adaptive expertise and personalized professional learning critical to our educators.
● The Buddy Inquiry Collaboration form was the driver for some excellent professional
learning from colleagues

Cale Birk: “We can not learn things like creativity or critical thinking as discrete
skills, but rather through specific contexts.”- May 2018
SUCCESS 2018-2019
Our evidence that we made gains with this goal is we were successful in creating our own tool
to collect data on Perserverance. It was not easy and took many meetings and iterations with
staff to land on a tool everyone was willing to use. Much discussion occurred around how
challenging it is to measure someone’s ability to perservere. In essence, we were honoring one
of the OECD 7 Principles by STRETCHING all learners- the learners even being our staff.

PERSERVANCE DATA

Gr. 2-5

Student Name:__________________
TERM I 2 3

Grade:___________

Name of Project:_______________

Creating a tool to measure perserverance was messy- but we did it!

Perseverance Data - Number of Kindergarten and Grade One students who show
evidence of perseverance
January 31, 2019

108/132 (?) (81.8%)

June 28, 2019

106/132 (80.3%)

January 31, 2020

92/120 (76.6%)

Perseverance Data - Students in Grades 2-7 (315 students)
Sometimes

Usually

Always

January 31, 2109
(315 students)

50 (15.8%)

170 (53.9%)

95 (30.1%)

June 28, 2019
(314 students)

42 (13.3%)

141 (44.9%)

131 (41.7%)

January 31, 2020
(319 students)

38 (11.9%)

163 (51%)

118 (36.9%)

Our next steps will be to include more student voice in the data and also do a task analysis to
see which projects students are more willing to perservere with and which they give up on more
easily.
Of 125 K/1 Students 108 were showing perserverance
Of 315 Gr. 2-7 students 50 sometimes show perserverance, 170 usually did and 95 learners
always did.
In our DEWRS Survey we added the question: What are strategies you use if you feel you want
to give up on a task or you think what you are learning is hard?

Anecdotal comments demonstrated that children were using a growth mindset and knew how to
overcome ‘getting stuck’
For example: one learner said “I Believe in myself. I Work harder. I Perservere.
Another learner said “I always try to perservere even in the toughest of times”
We had 183 comments of similar dialogue showing that our children who are in the learning pit,
have coping mechanisms to overcome it.

Another highlight from this past year was to foster the Inquiry Collaboration Network. We set
norms, used a Buddy Class design model and were able to give time monthly for grade
groupings to meet to discuss teaching and learning. A reporting form to make their thinking
visible, as displayed on the right hand side of the screen was used for each Grade groupings
K-2, 3-6 and Grade 7. The evidence of the success of this Inquiry Collaboration time was
apparent in all of the reporting tools I received back after each session.
The three questions What is going on for learners? How do we know? And Why does it matter?
Meant that a constant scan was being addressed each time our teachers met. Teachers were
changing their practice and creating products which better served our learners. John Hattie
would agree that Collective Teacher Efficacy is strongly correlated with student
achievement with an effect size of 1.57. At Juniper we believe in“collaborative
conversation based on evidence” as researcher Jenni Donohoo writes about in her book
“Collective Efficacy: How Educators’ Beliefs Impact Student Learning“.

What is going on for our learners?
How do we know?
Why does it matter?
CHANGING PRACTICE
CREATING PRODUCTS

Another highlight from this past year was to foster the Inquiry Collaboration Network. We set
norms, used a Buddy Class design model and were able to give time monthly for grade
groupings to meet to discuss teaching and learning. A reporting form to make their thinking
visible, as displayed on the right hand side of the screen was used for each Grade groupings
K-2, 3-6 and Grade 7. The evidence of the success of this Inquiry Collaboration time was
apparent in all of the reporting tools I received back after each session.
The three questions What is going on for learners? How do we know? And Why does it matter?
Meant that a constant scan was being addressed each time our teachers met. Teachers were
changing their practice and creating products which better served our learners. Being open
minded to new learning and taking action was the premise of our collaboration time.

On January 10, 2019 at our School Leader’s Meeting, District Principal of Innovation, Cale Birk,
showed us a video by James Nottingham called THE LEARNING PIT. It was directly connected
to perserverance with challenges in learning and I showed it to my staff at my January 14th staff
meeting as a professional learning opportunity. After watching, it was detectable that this sense
of EUREKA , which in Greek means I found it, was the word we all connected to for ourselves
as adults and what we dream about for our students. Having the capacity to be in the pit of
learning (when it is challenging and difficult) and have that sense of Eureka in being able to say
I got out of the learning pit because I FOUND IT is the hope for teachers and students at
Juniper.
CHALLENGE 2018-2019
Our challenge came in that it is hard to measure someone’s growth mindset. Much teacher
reluctance was faced in determining whether a child showed perserverance or not. Creating a
tool to measure our goal was not easy and took many meetings and iterations with staff to land
on a tool everyone was willing to use. Much discussion occurred around how challenging it is to
measure someone’s ability to show grit and not give up on tasks.
NEXT STEPS 2018-2019
Our next steps at Juniper Ridge will be to continue the work on Growth Mindsets. Our lens for
this upcoming year will be to get specific about student voice when it comes to perserverance in
Numeracy. Specifically, which strategies in math do teachers and students identify as causing
them to ‘get stuck.’ Will the use of specific thinking routines and math strategies improve this
mathematical mindset? We will use the work of Jo Boaler and her website www.youcubed.com
to promote positive mindsets in Math.
The term “growth mindset” comes from the groundbreaking work of Carol Dweck. She identified
everyone holds ideas about their own potential. Some people believe that their intelligence is
more or less fixed and in math – that you can do math or you can’t. About 40% of students have
these damaging “fixed mindset” ideas. Another 40% have a “growth mindset” – they believe that
they can learn anything and that their intelligence can grow. The other 20% waver between the
two mindsets.
Students with a fixed mindset are those who are more likely to give up easily, whereas students
with a growth mindset are those who keep going even when work is hard, and who are

persistent. Our job at Juniper Ridge will be to encourage the following norms in math classes:
Positive Norms to Encourage in Math Class
1. Everyone Can Learn Math to the Highest Levels. Encourage students to believe in
themselves. There is no such thing as a “math” person. Everyone can reach the highest levels
they want to, with hard work.
2. Mistakes are Valuable Mistakes grow your brain! It is good to struggle and make mistakes.
3. Questions are Really Important. Always ask questions, always answer questions. Ask
yourself: why does that make sense?
4. Math is about Creativity and Making Sense. Math is a very creative subject that is, at its core,
about visualizing patterns and creating solution paths that others can see, discuss and critique.
5. Math is about Connections and Communicating. Math is a connected subject, and a form of
communication. Represent math in different forms eg words, a picture, a graph, an equation,
and link them. Color code!
6. Depth is much more Important than Speed. Top mathematicians, such as Laurent Schwartz,
think slowly and deeply.
7. Math Class is about Learning not Performing ~Math is a growth subject, it takes time to learn
and it is all about effort.

INSTEAD of “I DON’T GET IT” Language we will use the following: (credit to Katie
McCormack- District Numeracy Teacher-SD73)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I know how to do this but I do not understand this......
Does this work for all ......?
Wow! I didn’t know that but what about ...?
I got lost at the point where ........
Can you repeat this part?
Why did you .....?
This reminds me of .......

•
•
•
•
•
•

I was so close but I thought…
I am not sure how those two things connected.
I am not clear on .......
I am confused at this part ........
This doesn’t make sense to me because ....
In another math class I learnt that .......

SPECIFIC SUPPORTS FRAMEWORK:
Success for each student will be achieved by ensuring the 7 Principles of Learning and the
OECD Handbook for Innovative Learning Environments concepts are visible at Juniper Ridge.
We want the 7 Principles of Learning to be entrenched in all that we aspire towards and that an
adaptive expertise model (the ability to apply meaningfully- learned knowledge and skills flexibly
and creatively in different situations) is our practice. Our students and educators will continue to
focus on collaboration.

In order to ensure action and improvements are made, we will focus on deep learning
happening at Juniper Ridge. This will occur by ensuring that:
FOCUS IS ON THE LEARNER rather than the structures
STUDENTS HAVE TIME to think, talk and collaborate
LEARNERS UNDERSTAND how their emotions affect their learning (and how to manage
themselves accordingly)
WE RECOGNIZE AND PLAN for individual differences
STUDENTS FEEL CHALLENGED just enough to stretch but not enough to overload them
LEARNING TARGETS ARE CLEAR and feedback is clear, kind, specific, descriptive and timely
LEARNERS SEE CONNECTIONS across topics, disciplines, skills, knowledge and experiences
(OECD, 7 Principles of Learning). When Learning is Student Centred at Juniper Ridge, we will
appreciate, co-create, ideate, iterate, and proliferate.
“AS EDUCATORS, OUR GOAL IS TO PREPARE THE NEXT GENERATION OF STUDENTS.”
-ASCD
ABORIGINAL ENHANCEMENT AGREEMENT
Juniper Ridge’s School Learning Plan is one that embraces all elements of the Aboriginal
Enhancement Agreement, the First Peoples Principles of Learning and Aboriginal Worldviews.

Both our school goals align with the premise of “Making a Difference by Working Together” Me7
n7ek re Sw7ec-kt e Txwimimentmes
Increasing the success of all students, especially our Aboriginal learners, is paramount in the
school learning plan. We will do this by focusing on student success and increasing awareness
and understanding of Aboriginal culture. We will ensure that a sense of place, cultural identity
and the fostering of a safe caring inclusive environment is prevalent. Parent and community
engagement is also significant in our goals moving forward. We want to enhance, nurture and
show value to relationships with the district, our parents and our community. Juniper Ridge has
61/435 (14%) of our population that are Aboriginal.
At Juniper Ridge the evidence of embedding Aboriginal Education will be seen via:
1. Ongoing professional development with Aboriginal Worldviews, Aboriginal Enhancement
Agreement and the First Peoples Principles of Learning.
2. A focus on the EQUITY PROJECT (School and District Scanning Tool Pedagogical Core)
3. Continued in class support and home support from our Aboriginal Education Worker,
Daryll Laboucan
4. Project Based Learning with Aboriginal content K-7
5. Indigenizing our spaces by using the Sweat Lodges Secwepemc Map for Coding
6. Staff Meeting Presentations/highlights of First Nations content/resources
7. Aboriginal Education focus in each monthly newsletter
8. Aboriginal Culture Club/Welcome Song Wednesday weekly
9. First Nations Culture Board in main hallways/First Nations artwork displayed/Blanket,
Massive Dream Catcher and Button Blanket in library/ Metis Flag and sash displayed
10. Core Competencies aligned to Aboriginal Animals in Primary
11. Day of Sucwentwecw Assembly April 7/ with teachings all day and week prior
12. Community/District Resource presentations- Kenthen Thomas andTrudi Nielsen, TREC
Pow Wow, MSES Pow Wow, Norbrock Pow Wow, June 21 National Aboriginal Day Pow
Wow
13. Primary Aboriginal Games Day(bi annually as per budget allows)
14. Aboriginal Connections Night (2 times in 2018-2019)
15. Primary Aboriginal Nature Walks/Visits to the Secwepemc Museum
16. Will introduce Fresh Air Fridays/Forest Friday and The Morning Meeting(talking circles)
17. Circle of Courage taught explicitly
18. https://www.sd73.bc.ca/en/working-together-departments/aboriginal-education.aspx
Utilizing the District Aboriginal Resources web page
19. Our staff adheres to the Aboriginal Pedagogy Framework by Jann Hare from University of
British Columbia

Aboriginal Pedagogy Framework (Adapted from Dr. Jan Hare, University of British Columbia)
Symbol

Instructional
Practice

Definition

Details

Holistic

Interdisciplinary/cross-curricular teaching
involving a conscious effort to
simultaneously apply knowledge,
principles, and/or values to more than
one academic discipline.

●
●

Experiential

The making of meaning from direct
experience through reflection on learning
and action.

●
●
●

Direct learning by seeing and doing, without asking questions.
Minimum of intervention or instruction.
Use a variety of styles of participation and information
exchanges.

Relational

Teacher’s relationship and understanding
with Aboriginal student and community
to break down barriers.

●

Strong relationship is foundational for expecting more from the
student.
Teacher recognizes racial and cultural biases that create
barriers and attempt to overcome them.
Teacher learns about the local history, culture and language
and incorporates into curriculum.

●

●
●

Contextual

Learning takes place in authentic
environments; recognize the context in
which the education is occurring.

●
●
●
●

Integrated approach to learning.
Learning does not need to be compartmentalized and
separate.
Create cohesion across the various discipline areas.

Teaching students outside of the physical classroom.
Immediate application of lessons.
Bringing in experts/guests in a particular field so that students
are able to learn about their applications.
Students share, when appropriate and safe, some of their
teachings in the authentic environment.

Practical

Students observe or handle real objects
or materials and apply learning to meet
community needs.

●
●
●
●

Collective

Emphasize and awareness of self and
others in equal measure. Recognize the
value of group processes.

●
●
●

More hands-on, tactile learning.
Students can immediately use what they are learning.
Needs of the community determine what teachings are
needed.
Purposeful learning through real world problems.

The co-creation of learning content by capitalizing on one
another’s resources and skills.
Social discourse across the ages (i.e. multi age groupings).
Everyone has a turn to speak and all voices are heard in a
respectful and attentive way.

Aboriginal Education Enhancement Agreement
Goals of this School Learning Plan
Student Success:
● Increase the educational success of all
Aboriginal students

●

●

●

Increase the sense of identity, belonging, and
pride in all Aboriginal students

Language and Culture:
● Increase awareness and understanding of
Aboriginal culture, traditions, languages,
historical and contemporary contributions for
all students and staff
District and School Culture
● Increase Aboriginal students’ sense of
belonging including sense of place, personal
and cultural identity, and self-esteem in a
caring safe inclusive environment

Options for students to complete PBL with
Aboriginal content, continue to use PBIS and
Growth Mindset instruction to improve the
performance of all students, continue to
address the core competencies with students
with a focus on aboriginal content, continue to
use innovative instruction models to increase
engagement and success for all students
(Daily 5 for literacy, Daily 3 in Math, etc.), use
of Spirals of Inquiry to enhance teaching and
learning
Culture club, First Peoples Principles of
Learning, Day of Recognition, Connection
Dinners, Primary Aboriginal Games Day,
Primary Aboriginal Nature Walks, Fresh Air
Fridays/Forest Friday/The Morning Meeting
(talking circles), continue to invite District
Aboriginal Resource Teachers to share their
expertise with students (perhaps with a focus
on PBL)

●

Culture club, signage in Secwepmctsien,
cultural presentations at Connections Dinners,
First Nations game day, Orange Shirt Day visit
from Phyllis
Webstad, Circle of Courage

●

Continue to indigenize the look of our school,
Welcome song on Wednesdays, culture club,
instruction focused on inclusion, First Nations
cultural board in hallway, First Nations artwork
displayed, Day of Sucwentwecw, community
and district resource presentations

Aboriginal Parent and Community Engagement
● Enhance, nurture, and value positive
relationships between the district, parents, and
communities

●

Building relationships with families through four
Connections dinners, inviting community
presenters and performers into our school,
guest speakers, elders

INCLUSION at JUNIPER RIDGE
Juniper Ridge will align itself with School District 73 (Kamloops Thompson) philosophy and
School District Policy that supports equitable access to education for all learners, while honoring
the diversity that each learner contributes to our society. Our Special Education Department will
continuously strive to provide high quality education to all learners in a setting that is most
enabling and least restrictive. Since School Culture is so important to us, it will be our mandate
to honor diversity, promote an understanding and respect for all, while being a welcoming and
equitable community. Growth Mindset and Inclusion is a professional learning focus for our staff.
In the 2018-2019 school year, Equity and Inclusion became topics of discussion unlike every
before. Over three staff meetings, staff worked in small groups to work on the Equity Project
(Pedagogical Core, Learning Environment, Learning Profile and Policy and Governance. This
had the staff reflect on barriers potentially impeding our learner agency and had them reflect on
their own biases and culture of low expectation in their classrooms.
On each staff meeting, LART, Sherri Hoffer, led sessions on Inclusion. Together, Sherri and I
made time to spend learning time with a focus on ‘honoring where all children are at.” As a
school, our strong Inclusive Education Department has many school wide interventions
supporting our learners to reach our two school goals (Sensory Room, Spiral of Inquiry on
Reading Intervention, targeted Gr. ¾ Math support, Earned breaks, UDL, CGI in Math) Part of
Sherri’s work was to mirror Shelley Moore’s work. We used examples from her blog
https://blogsomemoore.com/about/ where we dove into examples and practical examples to
plan and be intentional about supporting our learner groups that need scaffolding for success.
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/education-training/k-12/teach/teaching-tools/inclusive-educa
tion/videos
We also showed videos at each staff meeting with an emphasis on teaching and empowering
ALL students.

*Internal/External School Based Team Meetings/ICM/Cast Meetings
*Case Manager(LART) for Ministry Category students
*File Reviews/Level B Testing/Testing Lists in place
*Tiered Intervention of Support
*Sensory/Self Regulation supports in place
*Differentiated Instruction
*Participate in Diversity is Strength Inclusion Month in February
*Assistive Technology
*Personalized Learning
*Passion Projects/Genius Hour
*Focus on SOGI Curriculum with students, parents and teachers/ Rainbow Day school wide in
June
*Universal Design For Learning
*Professional Learning on Dr. Ross Greene Work “Lost and Found”
‘Equity’ means that every child gets what he or she needs to succeed, as opposed to everyone

getting the same thing. -Alan Blankstein (ASCD)

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING PLAN/MONITORING CYCLE

At Juniper Ridge, the Professional Learning Cycle and Monitoring of our goals will be one that is
fluid and on going. We want to ensure that professional learning is meaningful and provides
specific and descriptive feedback. Learning cycles as part of professional inquiry will be the
premise. Our Big Ideas for monitoring our School Learning Plan will be taken from Appreciative
Inquiry(AI) by Susan Hammond and Sprint Cycles by Simon Breakspear. Teacher efficacy is
demonstrated when iterative cycles involving teacher self-selection of professional learning is
present. The number one factor influencing student achievement is ‘collective teacher efficacy.”
Learning for the adults needs to be cyclical rather than linear, so teachers can revisit and
execute in their everyday contexts an appreciation given to the challenges being faced.
Appreciative Inquiry is about the coevolutionary search for the best in people, their
organizations, and the relevant world around them. In its broadest focus, it involves systematic
discovery of what gives “life” to a living system when it is most alive, most effective, and most
constructively capable in economic, ecological, and human terms. AI involves, in a central way,
the art and practice of asking questions that strengthen a system’s (a school’s) capacity to
apprehend, anticipate, and heighten positive potential. Sprint Cycles will allow for a team-based
method for improving student outcomes. A focus on collaboration time with a mindset of building
the collective efficacy of teachers is the premise. The goal will be to DEFINE, UNDERSTAND,
DESIGN, SPRINT (6-8 weeks) then REVIEW AND RESET under this model.

Our Professional Learning Plan:
Improvement Sprints- every 6-8 weeks (one per term)
Staff Meetings- every two weeks
Staff Meetings as Learning Environments
Professional Development Days- six throughout the year
Collaboration Time- 45 minutes/ twice a month
Grade Groupings- for tasks and team approaches
Teachers design their own Pro D Model
PBIS Pilot School for 2018-2019 School Year
“Train the Trainer” models once experts in a content area
Inquiry Network with Valleyview Secondary- 3:15 pm on book of choice
Coaching and Mentoring- District Coordinators/Pro D Committee Planning Presentations
Primary and Intermediate Supports- Annually
Staff Observations of each other/Organic collegiality sharing-Annually
Professional Development Funds targeted to support goal areas
Develop means for ongoing engagement of stakeholders
Family of Schools Meetings/Pro D- jointly throughout the year
Ensure community events to highlight Juniper Ridge’s progress
Understanding how to gain ‘EVIDENCE’ of our 2 goals will be a focus/ using rubrics that support
creative and critical thinking assessment
A focus on the adaptive expertise of each staff member will build a distributed leadership model
that will enhance teaching and learning at Juniper Ridge Elementary.

A helpful resource is the Kaser&Halbert ‘The Spiral Playbook- Leading with an Inquiry mindset
in school systems and classrooms’. These three questions from this book will aid staff at Juniper
Ridge to keep learners at the centre of the inquiry around our goals:
What is going on for our learners? How do we know? What does it matter?

Also, there will be a check-in with educators- What is going on for the rest of us as learners?
What supports are needed for teachers? This work will begin in 2018-2019.

SPIRALS OF INQUIRY MODEL : THE NEXT STEP FORWARD IN GUIDED READING.
Our Juniper Ridge Team presented our work on February 27, 2019

For 2019-2020 we plan to adopt the following INQUIRY NETWORK COLLABORATION
FRAMEWORK to expand our SPIRALS OF INQUIRY DEEPER LEARNING:

Doing What Matters Most
PROPOSAL:
STAFF MEETING COLLABORATION
~First meeting of the month- Regular Staff Meeting with set agenda and learning experiences
~Second meeting of the month- 1 Hour Inquiry Network Collaboration and then a sharing out
time as a whole staff to learn from the adaptive expertise and professional conversations
happening. Inquiry Network Collaboration teams could invite a guest expert if desired.
-3-4 teachers on a common passion or problem intending to solve
-This will be structured around the Spirals of Inquiry framework and the 3 Questions (what is
going on for learners? How do we know? Why does it matter?) to guide and focus our practice
and learning
Teams then come up with their next steps to support their learning and their students
- Pro-D throughout the year with support and provide space for teachers to explore, collaborate
and problem solve in their personal learning and growth in an area of passion.
BUDDY COLLABORATION
~this is an additional opportunity with the same structure around a Spiral of Inquiry
~Could be once or twice a month- buddy class structure frees up classroom teachers by
grouping a primary and intermediate class together
~this is invitational where teachers will sign up for the year to participate
~this is the same model of 3-4 teachers working on their passion or problem to solve
ART STARTS

~4 performances have been booked for K-3. K-3 teams could be released during these
performances to work on their Spirals of Inquiry. Principal/VP/CEA’s/ Non Enrolling teachers
could support in the gym during the performances
LUNCH AND LEARNS
~Spirals of Inquiry networks could decide to meet at lunch times informally as well as another
opportunity. Guest presenters (like Katie McCormack) could be booked to support the work for
groups.
http://c21canada.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Spiral-Playbook.pdf
Professional Development Timeline
(as per feedback from EOC given on August 30, 2018)
Date
August 2018

Professional Development Focus
●
●
●
●
●

September 2018

●
●
●
●
●

Numeracy with Amanda Russett and Katie
McCormack
Growth Mindset Coach with Maureen Plut
School Technology with Sherri Hoffer and
Nicole Gorman
Technology Station Rotations with Sherri
Hoffer and Nicole Gorman
Reebox Box with Rhonda Powrie and
Jason Richard
PBIS with school committee
Personal Awareness: Core Competencies
with Cole Levitt
School Learning Plan review
5-Year Strategic Plan
OECD Principles of Learning review

October or December 2018

●

Heritage Fair Inservice for intermediate
teachers with Cath Gorman and Andrea
Dwyer

October

●
●
●

Aboriginal School Leaders
Ed Tech Team Google Pre-Summit and
Summit
Introduction to Inquiry - Opal Schools

December 2018

●

Introduction to Inquiry - Opal Schools

January 2019

●

Aboriginal School Leaders

February 2019

●

Critical Thinking (Dr. Richard Cash)

March

●

Aboriginal School Leaders

April

●

Aboriginal School Leaders

Professional Development Timeline
(2019-2020)
Date

Professional Development
Focus

May 2019

● Numeracy with Amanda Russett and
Katie McCormack
● Barb Hamblett Spirals of Inquiry
● Joy of Reading Spiral
● Inquiry Network Collaboration
Framework Presented for 2019-2020
● Work through Cale Birk’s template
Professional Learning Impact Tool

September 2019

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

October 2019

● MATHUP (hopefully approved by
Alison Sidow

December 2019

● Jennifer Donohoo Collective Teacher
Efficacy

February 2020

● Aboriginal Education Provincial
mandated day
● Equity into Action

April 2020

● KTTA Day

May 2020

● Numeracy/ Critical Thinking

PBIS with school committee
Class Reviews
Inclusive Education
Spirals of Inquiry
School Learning Plan review
5-Year Strategic Plan
OECD Principles of Learning review

CONCLUSION:
JUNIPER RIDGE’S SCHOOL PLAN is aligned with the School District’s Framework for
Enhancing Student Learning. OUR GOAL IS SUCCESS FOR ALL LEARNERS and
EDUCATORS

The guiding principles for our Juniper Ridge Elementary school plan were developed by a
working group of school and community partners. These principles were followed in the
development of the plan.
A meaningful planning process…
• used a variety of methods to engage educational partners
• was inclusive and respectful of diverse cultures and perspectives
The information about the learning in our school will....
• be accessible to all partners
• use a variety of means to communicate:
-what is being learned
-how it is being learned
-how the learning is relevant
Learning is best presented...
• by the learners
• using a variety of meaningful and engaging presentation tools
• when the learning is visible to the school/district and the community
We know Juniper Ridge is successful when...
• student and educator learning is authentic and meaningful
• results improve
• our community champions Juniper Ridge initiatives
We know our students are successful when they demonstrate...
• individual abilities and passions
• progress towards their goals
• competency in digital and financial literacy, numeracy, personal and cultural awareness, and
social responsibility
We know Juniper Ridge is working with the community when...
• Our school reflects community perspectives
• Our school contributes to community development

“Sometimes the bravest and most important thing you can do is just show up.”
Our own willingness (or lack thereof) to “show up” is noticed by those we serve. If we can go and grow first, that is
always the best way to lead those that are resistant. When we avoid taking risks and trying new things, we can
expect that same unwillingness from others. “Leading” often means going first.
When forward-thinking schools encourage today’s learners to become creators and leaders, we believe they, in turn,
will create a better world.

“Forward-thinking schools” don’t just allow t eachers to find and create their own solutions; they encourage it. We
can all work together toward a broader vision but our pathways as individuals to that destination, can and should be
different based on who we serve.
“The Core of Innovative Teaching and Learning” identifies four essential areas for schools to focus on:
Relationships, Educator as Master Learner, Creating Empowering Learning Environments and Learner Driven and
Evidence informed based practices. This is Juniper Ridge Elementary.

#wearealllearners

EQUALS

Addendum to Feedback given on School Learning Plan July 2019
Considerations for 2019-2020
Learning Partner Engagement
Feedback: A clear learning partner engagement process is evident for teachers
and parents. More clearly articulate how students are engaged, not only in the
learning process, but also in the planning process. The goals and strategies in
your SLP provide many opportunities.
In 2019-2020 we will make an effort to articulate how students are engaged in the
learning and planning process. Some ways we will do this are:
1. Offer relevant material grounded in student interests.
2. Authentic Learning - give rationale for learning content and vision so that
students do work that has meaning in the world, beyond classroom walls.
3. Inquiry- learning is most powerful when it's a process of investigation and
discovery. Students need to regularly experience the power of these
processes
4. Collaboration- the social nature of learning is honored
5. Presentation and Performance -Engagement is greater when students are
creating work that has a wider audience. Whenever possible, students
should present and/or perform their work.
6. Integrating the Arts- structure learning and projects so that all students feel
excited about expressing their ideas creatively.

7. Integrating technology -allows students to make their work stronger and
reach larger audiences as an enhancement to their ideas.
8. Promote a Growth Mindset- encourage students to recognize the joys and
struggles of learning and growing. Challenge every student to work just
beyond her/his reach.
Specific Support Framework
Feedback: Data should be disaggregated to identify areas of diversity in order to
address certain populations of students within the school in order to target
strategies.
Please submit with your report cards a summary of your class’ performance data
to be used for the School Learning Plan.
*Please count Aboriginals in the girls and boys and then as their own data collection category as
well.
Number of Students in Class:____________

Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Extending

IEP

Girls
Boys
Aboriginal
Totals

Data
Feedback: Thorough presentation of data related to goals is welcomed. Consider
condensing the format so the improvement priorities are readily accessible and
attributed to specific strategies.
Thank you for permission to condense the data this year. I would like to focus on
the outcomes of our Math and Growth Mindset. The FSA Numeracy scores,
District Numeracy Assessments, and DEWRS will be the target for data for
2019-2020 to show improvement in math outcomes.

Strategies
Feedback: There are many foci in this plan. How will you determine which have
the highest impact?
I am excited that Staff at Juniper Ridge are working on a year long Spiral of
Inquiry that is an area of interest for them. More specifically, the staff also have to
complete a Professional Spiral of Inquiry and School Learning Plan Growth Plan
where they will target which part of the Numeracy strategies they feel will have the
highest impact. These are due to me Friday October 11. Information from these
documents will guide what each staff member is prepared to undertake to improve
practice in the area of math.
Progress on Goals
Feedback: Progress is evident based on the plethora of data that is presented in the plan. I
appreciate how you have integrated a numeracy focus under the current school goal of
developing perseverant learners and critical thinkers.

We are in our second year of using the Growth Mindset Coach. We also introduced the Growth
Mindset Playbook this year. Our work around growth mindset will be be linked to Numeracy in
an effort to ensure that all children believe they are GOOD at MATH.
Professional Learning Plan
Thank you for the feedback. Yes we began planning in May 2019 to ensure that we were aligned
with our professional learning for the upcoming school year. Our Professional Development
Committee functions extremely well with great communication.

Juniper Ridge Elementary’s 2019-2020 School Learning Plan
JUNE 2020 UPDATE
Goal 1:To develop critical and creative thinkers who can communicate in
different ways.
Due to direction from Superintendent Alison Sidow for schools to provide a numeracy goal as part of their
school’s learning plan and the COVID pandemic, this goal was not a priority in 2019/2020. Instead,
Juniper Elementary turned its attention to numeracy and perseverance.

Goal 2: To develop perseverant learners who show a growth mindset with numeracy tasks. We
focused on embracing difficult tasks and knowing that getting better at math means
training and perseverance when learning was challenging.

To support this goal, Juniper staff worked collectively on a year long Spiral of Inquiry. Through
their Professional Growth Plans, teachers reflected on their practice and embraced new
pedagogy to help support student learning. Frequent check-ins with the principal allowed
teachers to continue their focus in achievable ways.

(Photo is a sample from one page of Gr. 2 teacher Nancy Pierce’s Professional Growth Plan on
Numeracy)

In addition to Professional Growth Plans, teachers were provided time to work on their
professional goals during monthly staff meetings where time was set aside each month.
Assemblies such as Art Starts and PBIS were supervised by the Principal, Vice Principals, and
CEAs while teachers met to work on their numeracy inquiry work. Other school based
Professional Development Days were given to work on teacher’s Spiral of Inquiry as well.

(Photo is Gr. 1 Teacher Maureen Plut using the SUMBLOX as a tool to build equations and
visualize numbers)
Evidence of Success
Our year has been rich in success for our numeracy goal.
1. To support teacher learning, new manipulatives and resources such as Math-Up,
standing whiteboards, and manipulatives were purchased and well utilized within
classrooms.

2. Inquiry teams attend the Spirals of Inquiry District Learning Series and used this platform
to conduct their research and develop a plan for improvement.

(Photo was taken in October 2019 showing Spirals of Inquiry Gr. 3 Team diving into their
inquiry question and documenting the process on a slidedeck every time they met)
3. Numeracy team leaders attend district support workshops and incorporated the
numeracy cycle into school practice

4. Staff elected to dedicate all school based professional development days to work on their
professional growth plans.

(Photo is Katie McCormack working with the staff in September 2019 to learn more about
supporting best practice in Numeracy)
5. District Numeracy coordinator, Amanda Russett worked with intermediate staff on their
District Numeracy Results
6. District Numeracy Teacher, Katie McCormack modeled best practice numeracy
instruction in classes.
7. Math Lead Teachers (Murray and Waters) used time during staff meetings to provide
instruction around best practice skills.
Areas for Growth (Challenges)
Although Juniper Ridge experienced many successes this year, we also identified some
areas for growth in the future. First, our District Numeracy Assessments indicated that we had
difficulty w
 ith analyzing math and students tend to give up quickly when faced with complex or

higher order thinking problems. Furthermore, our perseverance data also got worse this year,
but this is correlated to our teachers challenging their students more by using questions based
in numeracy and not just math for complex problem solving.

DATA for JUNIPER RIDGE SLP 2019-2020:
MINISTRY STUDENT LEARNING SURVEY DATA
GRADE 4 (FEBRUARY 2020)

GRADE 7 (FEBRUARY 2020)

This data confirms that Numeracy will need to continue to be our focus for next
year’s SLP as well. When only 69% of your Gr. 4’s and 65% of your Gr. 7’s feel
that they are getting better at math~there is improvement to be had.

DISTRICT NUMERACY ASSESSMENT DATA

Was very proud of the staff at Juniper Ridge as every Gr. 3,4,5,6,7 classroom
completed the DNA even though it wasn’t mandated. For the upcoming school
year only Gr. 3 and 6 have mandatory completion of the DNA.

DEWRS SURVEY DATA (October)

DEWRS SURVEY DATA (April 2020) - No data available due to Covid 19
Our DEWRS data for Perservance shows that most of our students have strategies they can
access when faced with content that is new or challenging to them.
Knowing we have spent two years focused on Growth Mindset there was anticipation that our
results would be better than 65%. We need to continue to foster this mindset with a goal of 85%
of our students able to adopt a Growth Mindset at school.

FOUNDATION SKILLS ASSESSMENT (FSA) DATA 2019-2020
*As per email confirmation from Lisa Carson on June 1, 2020 there is no Ministry
Data to be inputted at the time of SLP submission. She is unsure why the data has
been embargoed.
PERSERVERANCE SCHOOL DATA 2019/2020

While our data got worse for our Perseverance data it is actually correlated to the fact that
teachers would give more challenging numeracy tasks rather than simple math and computation
questions. While we foster a growth mindset and want all students to show rigor, having high
expectations and ‘stretching our learners’ as per the OECD Principles is equally as important.

NUMERACY REPORT CARD RESULTS SEMESTER I- January 2020
(Part of Report Card Pilot)

Ultimately, upon looking at this data it is essential we focus on our Aboriginal students. The goal
would be to have no EMERGING students for Numeracy. It should be our lofty goal to improve
the number of Aboriginal students DEVELOPING in Numeracy to seeing higher numbers in
PROFICIENT.

It is always helpful to look at behavioural data in our efforts to support academic achievement.

PBIS DATA (Office Referrals) as of March 23 (In Class Instruction discontinued by
Ministry of Education).
As the graph below indicates, more students came to the office for positive reasons than for
discipline. Having students come to the office for positive reasons creates the collective mindset
that the office is a place where learning is celebrated; indicating that all facets of the school
prioritize personal growth in learning.

While our data is skewed this year due to not seeing students from March 23 to June 1, we
believe we would have been under our 180 total from the previous year (111 captured in
MYEDBC for 2019-2020). After three years in the school, our PBIS messaging continues to
make a difference to the climate and success of our building.

PBIS DATA (Learning Alert Cards/ Principal Passes)as of March 23 (In Class
Instruction discontinued by Ministry of Education)
Highlighting all the POSITIVE OFFICE visits is vital to building school culture.
These visits are a celebration of learning that happens at Juniper Ridge
Elementary.

Learning Alerts
Learning Alert Month

Learning Alerts
Positive Office Referrals

September

30

October

14

November

31

December

20

January

18

February

18

March (up to 23)

28

April - June

Schools Were Closed

Total

159

Our Next Steps
IF we determine what is required of teachers to teach numeracy skills and utilize
clear targets (District Scope and Sequence in District Learning Plan) THEN we will
see teachers more open to an audit of their practice to determine what supports
are needed.
Next year, Juniper Ridge plans to continue building on our numeracy goal by adding a
primary component. We have connected that understanding and performance in the
intermediate grades is linked to understanding and development in primary. As a staff, we are
going to identify student strengths and areas for growth through the development and
implementation of a primary math assessment. Once we have a clear understanding of our
student strengths, weaknesses and intervention needed we can address teacher practice in
these areas.
Furthermore, our intermediate teachers plan to carry on their work in teaching analyzing
skills and developing perseverance through their work in the numeracy cycle. Through a
continued collective efficacy, teachers will have the opportunity to reflect upon their practice,

build capacity, and support each other for the purpose of increasing student understanding.We
need to build discourse in our classrooms that Numeracy is about solving problems when there
are a variety of ways of solving the problem and that math is simply a tool to achieve one of the
answers. If adults can name what they need to be successful practitioners of teaching numeracy
this confidence will correlate to student improvement at Juniper Ridge. Students need to learn to
appreciate a variety of strategies and feel safe sharing their ideas. This will build perseverance.

Together we will Reach High, Serve Well, and Learn Together! This is our work in
six words!

2020-2021 #bekind Initiative

★ Be Kind
★ Be Calm
★ Be Safe
As we re-engage our learners and our stakeholders from the Global COVID-19 Pandemic Crisis
of 2020, Juniper Ridge would like to acknowledge the wise words of our Chief Medical Officer,
Bonnie Henry who always advises to “be kind” as a first step in public interactions. With this in
mind, Juniper Ridge will start the year with a #bekind initiative that focuses on a social response
of kindness toward each other. In a historical time of great change this cannot be emphasized
enough as all learners will re-engage with a different response, a different experience, and a
different perspective than they had before the pandemic. As a result, Juniper Ridge will be
adding a personal and social awareness and responsibility goal. Including this Core
Competency could not be more important. With the perspective of #bekind, Juniper Ridge will
acknowledge the following:

●

People who are personally aware and responsible demonstrate self-respect, persevere

in difficult situations, and exercise responsibility. They understand that there are
consequences for their decisions and actions. A personally aware and responsible
individual takes steps to ensure their well-being, sets goals and monitors progress,

regulates emotions and manages stress, and recognizes and advocates for their own
rights.

● People who are socially aware and responsible contribute to the well-being of their social
and physical environments. They support the development of welcoming and inclusive
communities, where people feel safe and have a sense of belonging.

New Goal
Through our #bekind focus, students will develop a greater personal and social awareness
which will create an inclusive environment where everyone has a sense of belonging. This will
allow us to tie in equity and excellence goals to reach parity for our Aboriginal Learners as well.
The Nova Scotia tragedy and Jennifer Casey’s death from the Canadian Snowbirds in
Kamloops also raises our awareness of the importance of trauma informed practice. With the
recent response to the George Floyd situation in Minneapolis it also seems timely to focus on
inclusion and respect for all. Creating a culture of safety for our students is paramount as we
approach a new school year.

Professional Development Planning for 2020/2021
COLLABORATIVE ADMINISTRATION/ PRO D COMMITTEE PLANNING for upcoming year:

*After an email to Lisa Carson on June 1, she confirmed that the District is working on the
Professional Learning Opportunities for 2020-2021, but was unable to confirm choice selections
for our PRO D COMMITTEE to decide on at the time of this submission. Below is the learning
cycle mapped out in collaboration with the Juniper Ridge Professional Development Committee.
1. The majority of the staff said that they enjoyed exploring their own learning through
Spirals of Inquiry. Some staff said that they would enjoy a combination of exploring their
own learning and having presenters come on selected days to speak to the whole staff.
The Pro-D Committee and Administration would like to continue to honour the interest in
exploring teacher’s own learning through Spirals of Inquiry and collaborating with
colleagues. However, we also want to honour the wish to have presenters brought in on
select days. The Pro-D committee will start planning to bring in a speaker or two on
select school Pro-D days.

2. There was a wide range of possible topics shared in the survey we completed in May,
2020 with staff. We believe that the framework we started this year will address those
wide range of topics that can meet personal professional development needs. Topics
range from: Numeracy, Guided Reading, Phonics, Trauma informed practices,
ADST/Loose parts, Writing, Adrienne Gear, Social emotional learning, Multi sensory
approaches to math and reading instruction, exploring learning spaces (alternate/flexible
seating) remote learning options… We will proceed similarly as last year in that we will
sign up for a topic or topics of choices and then collaborate with colleagues that sign up
for the same topic. We would like to extend to the Pro-D committee and Staff for help in
trying to coordinate speakers that could come to speak on specific topic. A sign up is in
place for staff to start to think about professional resources and speakers that could help
guide their learning. The Pro-D committee will try its best to support suggestions given.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JttkoHBBqBWLSu6e4ZRvbzs3aYlt6A
EJDvTF9dlJKb4/edit?usp=sharing
3. Administration and The Pro-D Committee want to recognize that we are still in very
uncertain times. At the moment we do not know what September will look like due to the
COVID-19 Pandemic. Therefore, we want to assure teachers that depending on what it
looks like in the new year the Pro-D committee will adjust its plan to meet the learning
needs. (i.e. remote learning options may be more of a priority if the landscape is similar
to it is now) A focus on Dr. Jody Carrington’s new book TEACHERS THESE DAYS is
also a suggestion post COVID-19. We also hope to secure Dr. Dan Duncan from
Kelowna to give a presentation on ADHD learners and strategies best used in the

classroom as we transition back students that have likely had more time video gaming,
making their own choice with their time and possibly not having had parents home to give
structure.
The Year at a Glance:
September 27th - School Day (Possible Speaker brought in)/ Administration collaborative focus
October 22nd - Provincial Day
December 6th - School Day (Possible Speaker brought in)/Spirals of Inquiry/ District offering
February 4th - School Day (Possible Speaker brought in)
April 25th - KTTA Day
May 20 - School Day (Possible Speaker brought in) or District offering

Community and Stakeholder Engagement
It is important to note that our School Learning Plan and its’ goals were communicated to both
PAC, JRES staff and the general parent community monthly. Between PAC Meetings, Staff
Meetings, Collaboration Time for Teachers, Monthly newsletters and our website, it was evident
in our transparency that the work in our SLP was important to all stakeholders.
Teachers were held accountable to discuss the goals and the data and Parents were given
updates on our accomplishments frequently. PAC feedback on the goals were welcomed and
discussed. The School Learning Plan at Juniper Ridge is widely publicized annually and our
data is shared as we obtain it with staff and PAC. This collective efficacy of our school ensures
all parties realize that we can continue to ‘be better all the time.’ This is the lens that we do our
work from. There is no ceiling for success and we are ‘IN THIS TOGETHER.’

